We study the breaking of gauge symmetry for higher spin theory on AdS 4 dual to the 3d critical O(N ) vector model. It was argued that the breaking is due to the change of boundary condition for a scalar field through a loop effect and the Goldstone modes are bound states of a scalar field and higher spin field. The masses of higher spin fields were obtained from the anomalous dimensions of dual currents at the leading order in 1/N , and we reproduce them from the O(N ) vector model in the conformal perturbation theory. The anomalous dimensions can be computed from the bulk theory using Witten diagrams, and we show that the bulk computation reduces to the boundary one in the conformal perturbation theory. With this fact our computation provides an additional support for the bulk interpretation.
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Introduction
Superstring theory includes a large amount of massive higher spin states, and higher spin gauge symmetry is expected to appear at the tensionless limit. This implies that superstring theory with finite tension could be described by higher spin gauge theory with its symmetry broken [1] . Recently, a large progress has been made by working on the AdS space, where we can utilize the Vasiliev theory [2] and the AdS/CFT correspondence. The first concrete example of AdS/CFT with Vasiliev theory was proposed by Klebanov and Polyakov [3] (see also [4] ), where the 4d minimal bosonic Vasiliev theory [5, 6] is dual to the 3d O(N) vector model. In this paper, we study the breaking of higher spin gauge symmetry of the Vasiliev theory as the most basic example. We apply the method developed in [7] for lower dimensional dualities, where related works may be found in [8, 9, 10] .
Our motivation to study the symmetry breaking is to understand the relation between superstring theory and higher spin gauge theory. Extending the duality of [3] , the authors of [11] proposed a concrete relation via 3d ABJ(M) theory in [12, 13] , where the relation is named as ABJ triality. A lower dimensional analogue of [3] was conjectured in [14] . Based on the duality, lower dimensional versions of the ABJ triality were proposed in [15, 16, 17, 18] with large or small N = 4 supersymmetry and in [19, 8] (see also [20, 21]) with N = 3 supersymmetry. In [8, 7] , the breaking of higher spin symmetry has been studied in the N = 3 holography, but it seems that a deeper understanding is necessary to say something concrete about the relation to superstring theory. For this purpose it should be useful to examine the most basic example of [3] .
In [3] , they considered a 4d Vasiliev theory with a scalar field along with higher spin gauge fields with even spin, and we can assign the Dirichlet or Neumann boundary condition to the scalar field. The 4d Vasiliev theory with the Neumann boundary condition is proposed to be dual to the free 3d O(N) vector model with the O(N) invariant condition. The operator O dual to the scalar field has the scaling dimension ∆ = 1. We can consider the RG flow included by the following double trace deformation as
The deformation is argued to be dual to the change of boundary condition of bulk scalar field [22] . In particular, the critical theory at the IR fixed point should be dual to the Vasiliev theory with the Dirichlet (or ∆ = 2) boundary condition. The higher spin symmetry is broken at the order of 1/N at the critical point. Therefore, we can expect that the bulk higher spin symmetry is broken due to the change of boundary condition, and the Higgs mass is generated through a one-loop effect. In fact, it was shown in [23] by group theoretical analysis that Goldstone modes are bound states of scalar field and higher spin field. The fields on Euclidean AdS 4 can be classified with its isometry SO(4, 1) or its dual conformal symmetry. We use quantum numbers under its bosonic subalgebras as (∆, s), where ∆ and s are the dual scaling dimension and the spin, respectively. The unitarity boundary is given by ∆ ≥ s + 1, and the representation D(∆.s) decouples at the limit ∆ = s + 1 as
This is related to the fact that dual CFT current with spin s becomes conserved as ∂·J s = 0 at the limit. In order words, the short representation D(s, s + 1) becomes long by eating a long representation D(s + 2, s − 1). The Vasiliev theory only includes higher spin gauge fields and a scalar field, so we do not have such fields. However the representation D(s + 2, s − 1) can be realized as bound states of spin s ′ gauge field (s > s ′ ≥ 2) and the scalar field with ∆ = 2. This can be seen from
where D(s + 2, s − 1) is realized for (S, n) = (s − s ′ − 1, 0). Therefore we can conclude that the Goldstone modes are bound states of gauge field of spin s ′ (< s) and the scalar field with ∆ = 2. Notice that there is no such (S, n) for spin s = 2 field, so the graviton is kept massless.
The Higgs mass M s of spin s field is easier to compute from the dual critical O(N) vector model. The mass can be obtained from the scaling dimension ∆ s of dual current J s by using the map
The anomalous dimension τ s ≡ ∆ s − s − 1 after the deformation (1.1) was obtained purely within the critical O(N) vector model as [24] 1
at the leading order in 1/N. The dictionary (1.4) thus leads to
The aim of this paper is to develop a method to rederive (1.6) in a way such that we can improve our understanding of the symmetry breaking from the bulk viewpoint. Now we have the following bulk picture of the symmetry breaking;
(1) The symmetry breaking is due to the change of boundary condition for scalar field through a loop effect.
(2) The Goldstone modes are bound states of higher spin gauge field and the scalar field.
A direct way to confirm them is to read off the Higgs masses from one-loop corrections to higher spin propagators as is done for massive graviton, e.g., in [30, 31] . However, the spin 2 computation was quite complicated, and it looks difficult to generalize the analysis to higher spin gauge fields, see [32] for a previous work. Instead of reading the masses from bulk-to-bulk propagators, we compute the anomalous dimensions of dual current from boundary two point functions via the bulk Witten diagrams with the boundary-toboundary propagators. With this form it becomes easier to read off quantum numbers corresponding to the masses utilizing dual conformal symmetry (or AdS isometry). The bulk interpretation (1) suggests that the anomalous dimensions can arise from the diagram in fig. 1 with the scalar field with Dirichlet boundary condition running along a line of the loop. The loop in the diagram is still difficult to evaluate, so we use another trick to simplify the computation. As mentioned above, the change of boundary condition corresponds to the insertions of boundary deformation operator [22] . We can show that the shift in the bulk-to-bulk propagator can be reproduced by summing all possible insertions and integrating all positions of inserted operator. Thus, the contributions to anomalous dimensions come from the diagrams with boundary insertions as in fig. 2 . These diagrams consist of bulk Witten diagrams at the tree level, and they are known to be reproduced by free boson theory. 2 In this way, we map the computation of bulk Witten diagram with one-loop correction to the boundary one. In fact, the computation can be done by the O(N) vector model in conformal perturbation theory with large N factorization. In this paper, we reproduce the anomalous dimensions of dual currents in terms of conformal perturbation theory. As explained above, this should confirm the bulk interpretation (1) . The other interpretation (2) suggests that the anomalous dimension of spin s current arises only from the diagrams where the gauge field of spin s ′ (< s) runs along with a line in the loop and a scalar runs along the other line. Since we do not evaluate directly the loop diagram in fig. 1 , we cannot rule out the possibility of other contributions to the anomalous dimension. Therefore, in this sense, our computation does not completely confirm the other interpretation (2) .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows; In the next section, we explain the basic facts on the free O(N) vector model and conformal perturbation theory. We then show that computations in the conformal field theory can be interpreted from the bulk theory by 2 Correlation functions in the free boson theory can be evaluated by applying the Wick contraction (see, e.g., (2.3)). Three point functions were reproduced from the bulk theory in [33, 34] . Moreover, it was shown in [35] that the correlation functions in 3d conformal field theory with higher spin symmetry are the same as those in the theory of free bosons or fermions. Generic N -point functions were obtained from the bulk Vasiliev theory in [36] , see also [37, 38] .
identifying integrals in boundary computations to bulk Witten diagrams. Furthermore, we identify integrals we need to compute and summarize our results. In section 3, we compute the integrals explicitly by using a way of regularization. We conclude this paper and discuss future problems in section 4. In appendix A, we summarize the integral and sum formulas used during the computations. In appendix B, we show that the computation from the bulk Witten diagrams reduces to that in the boundary conformal perturbation theory.
Methods
In this section, we explain how to compute the anomalous dimensions from the boundary theory in conformal perturbation theory. At the same time, we give the bulk interpretation of the computation in terms of Witten diagrams more explicitly.
Preparations
We consider the theory of N free bosons φ i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N) and deform the theory as (1.1) with O = φ i φ i . The critical theory is obtained by taking the limit of f → ∞.
In the conformal perturbation theory, correlation functions after the deformation can be computed as
Here Φ i are some operators and the correlators with subscript 0 are computed in the free theory. In this way, we can compute the correlation functions after the deformation in terms of those in the free theory. The free O(N) vector model has conserved currents J µ 1 ···µs (x) with even s, where the indices are symmetric and traceless. Introducing polarization vector ǫ, we define
Using the traceless condition, we can set ǫ · ǫ = 0. As in [33] , we define generating function as
Using the Wick contraction of free scalar fields, we can compute the n-point correlator of generating function as
Here P σ denote the permutation of (x i ; ǫ i ) by σ ∈ S n . Using this expression, the two point function of higher spin current J s with s ≥ 2 can be computed as (see (4.102) of [33] )
where we have set ǫ 1 = ǫ 2 and used x
It will be useful to move to the momentum basis
by using the formulas (A.1) and (A.2). We can easily compute the two point function of the scalar operator after the deformation as
This two point function can be reproduced from the bulk theory with scalar field on AdS 4 [22] , see also [39] . We are mainly interested in the IR limit with f ∼ ∞, where we have
with the coordinate basis. Neglecting the contact term, we reproduce the two point function of scalar operator with ∆ = 2. We will also need
in the following analysis.
Current-current two point functions
In the conformal perturbation theory, the two point function of higher spin current with generic f can be computed in the free theory as
with the contributions from the denominator of (2.1) extracted. At the free limit with f = 0, the two point function of higher spin current is given as (2.4). At the IR fixed point with f → ∞, there will be contributions δ s , τ s at the order N −1 as
with N s ∝ N. Here τ s is the anomalous dimension, while N s δ s is the change of normalization. We are interested in the anomalous dimension, so we will concentrate on the contribution proportional to log |x 12 |. Since we know that there is no contribution to the anomalous dimension from the zeroth order term in f , we start to examine the first order term. The four point function in the integral is written as
which can be obtained from (2.3). Thus the first order term can be given by derivatives of the following integral
with respect to x 1 , x 2 . The integral has been computed by applying the formula (A.3).
Since there is no term proportional to log |x 12 |, we can conclude that there is no contribution to the anomalous dimension from the first order term. Next we move to contributions of higher order in f but still at the leading order in 1/N. From the order of f 2 , there are two types of contributions as
Here we have use the large N factorization, where an n point function is proportional to N 1−n/2 if it is normalized by two point functions. The first and second types of contribution correspond to the left and right Witten diagrams in fig. 3 , respectively. There are also contributions at the higher order in f and the corresponding Witten diagrams can be found in fig. 2 . The left diagram in fig. 2 comes from the Witten diagram where the scalar propagates along the upper line of the loop in fig. 1 and a higher spin field (or the scalar field) propagates along the lower line. The right diagram in fig. 2 comes from the diagram with the scalar propagating along both lines.
Anomalous dimensions at the IR fixed point
In order to compute the two point function at the IR limit, we first sum over the higher order contributions in f and then take the limit f → ∞. Let us first consider the integral I 1 in (2.16), which corresponds to the left diagram in fig. 3 . The two point function O(x 3 )O(x 4 ) 0 in the integral corresponds to the dotted line between x 3 and x 4 in the left diagram of fig. 3 . At the higher order in f , the scalar propagator receives corrections from boundary operator insertions as in the left diagram of fig. 2 . After summing over the higher order corrections, the two point function is replaced by O(x 3 )O(x 4 ) f at the leading order in 1/N. Thus an integral we have to compute is At f → ∞, the two point function behaves as (2.10). The contribution from the contact term becomes the same integral as that at the first order in f , and we have already seen that there is no contribution proportional to log |x 12 |. Therefore, we can use fig. 4 . The sum over higher order corrections for the other integralĨ 2 in (2.17) can be analyzed in a similar way. Another integral we need to compute turns out to be
where G(x) f is defined in (2.11). Notice that the delta function in G(x) f is necessary in order to incorporate the f 2 order contributionĨ 2 in (2.17). Since G(x) f ∼ f −1 for f → ∞ as in (2.11), the factor cancels f 2 in front of the integral in (2.20). The corresponding
Witten diagram can be given as in the right diagram of fig. 4 . In this way, we have shown that the Witten diagram for the loop correction in fig. 1 with the ∆ = 2 scalar boundary condition can be examined in terms of the products of tree level diagrams as in fig.4 . See appendix B for more details. This result is consistent with the previous one in [40, 41] , which was written with the momentum basis. In this sense we have elaborated their result by using the conformal perturbation theory such as to be suitable for our explicit computation.
In the rest of this paper, we compute the contributions proportional to log |x 12 | in the two integrals I 1 (2.18) and I 2 (2.20) at the limit of f → ∞. Thus the sum over all contributions is
Comparing the expression in (2.13), we obtain 26) which reproduces (1.5). As shown in [23] , the Goldstone modes are the bound states of higher spin field and scalar field with ∆ = 2 as in (1.3), so it is expected that non-zero contributions arise only from the left diagram in fig. 4 . However, this is not the case as seen in (2.24) . This can be explained as follows. From the left diagram in fig. 4 , there could be extra contributions, where a scalar propagates along the solid line between the bulk points X 1 and X 2 . Thus we would have non-zero contributions from the right diagram, which cancel those from the left diagram. It would be nice to confirm this explicitly by computing the Witten diagrams in terms of bulk propagators.
Details of computation
In this section, we derive the results in (2.21), (2.22) and (2.24). We start from the simplest case and then move to more involved ones.
Integral I 1
Let us first consider the integral I 1 in (2.18). The integrand includes a four point function, which can be written as a sum of two terms as
where
Here we have used the n-point correlator of the generating function in (2.3).
It is convenient to separate the integral I 1 following the expression of four point function as
where .10). In the following we examine the integrals I separately.
Integral I
(1) 1
In order to compute the integral I
1 , we need to pick up the term proportional to ǫ 
where (A.13) has been applied. Therefore, we can obtain the value of I (1) 1 , once we can evaluate the integral
This is because I
1 could be given in terms of derivatives with respect to x 1 , x 2 . However, the integral diverges if we naively apply the formula (A.5). In the following we shall develop a way to regularize the divergence by applying the dimensional regularization. Using the regularization, we will find out the contribution proportional to log |x 12 |.
We would like to compute the integral P 1 with the momentum basis. However, it is not possible to do so for |x 34 | −5 since the coefficient in (A.2) diverges. To avoid this problem, we rewrite |x 34 | −5 = |x 34 | −2t |x 34 | −5+2t with t not half-integer. The result should not depend on the choice of t, but we keep t generic to make the independence manifest. This way of expression leads to
The integration over x 3 , x 4 yields the product of delta function as (2π
. Thus we obtain
10)
after the integration over k 3 , k 4 . The integral over k 2 in F 1 diverges, so we would like to apply the dimensional regularization here. Introducing the Feynman parameter as
we can rewrite F 1 as
(3.14)
we have
Since we are interested in the contribution proportional to log |x 12 |, we keep the part which produces such terms. Thus we keep
which leads to
Here we have used (3.10) and the formula (A.6). Now we can obtain the expression of I
(1) 1 using the above result. For ǫ 1 = ǫ 2 , we find
Here we have used a convenient formula
Applying the formula (A.14) to the sum over n, m, we arrive at
where we have usedC = 1/(4π 4 f 2 N). In this way we have obtained the result in (2.21).
Integral I (2) 1
Let us move to the integral I (2)
1 . As for I
(1)
1 , we would like to pick up the term proportional to ǫ (3.6) . For the purpose it is useful to utilize the following three point function, which was examined in (4.103) of [33] as
With the help of this expression, we can rewrite the integral I as
We need to perform the integration over x 3 , x 4 . The integration over x 4 can be done as
by applying the formula (A.5). Using (3.19), we can rewrite
(3.25)
These expressions imply that the integral I
1 reduces to the derivatives of
with respect to x 1 , x 2 . However, the integration over x 3 diverges and a regularization is needed as for I
1 .
We would like to compute the integral P 2 (3.26) with the momentum basis. Since we cannot apply the formula (A.2) due to Γ(0) in the coefficient, we again set as |x| 3 = |x| 2t |x| 3−2t (t is not half-integer) and perform the Fourier transforms to them separately.
Thus we rewrite the integral as
The integration over x 3 yields (2π) 3 δ (3) ( k i ), and after shifting k 1 → k 1 − k 2 we have
The task now is to pick up the part producing contributions proportional to log |x 12 |.
Introducing the Feynman parameter (3.12), the integral becomes
From (3.14), the dimensional regularization gives
The term proportional to log |k 1 | becomes
Thus the term proportional to log |x 12 | in P 2 (3.28) becomes
where we have used the formula (A.9). Using the expression of B m,n in (3.23) with (3.24) and (3.25), we find
We have used (3.19) as well. Then the formula (A.15) leads to
Integral I 2
Finally we examine the integral I 2 in (2.20). Using the expression of three point function in (3.21), the integral can be written as
, which comes from (2.11).
In this case we have four integral variables x 3 , x 4 , x 5 and x 6 . We can integrate over x 4 and x 6 by applying the formula (A.5) as
In order to integrate over x 3 , we need to collect the terms involving |x 31 |. For n+l = 0, we can rewrite them as
by applying (3.19). For n = l = 0 we can easily see that this does not hold. Using (3.38) the integral over x 3 becomes 1 π
(3.39)
Here the formula (A.11) has been utilized. Then the integration over x 5 can be performed by rewriting as
and using (3.33) .
Let us suppose that (3.38) holds even for n = l = 0. Then, after the integration over x 3 , x 4 , x 5 and x 6 , the integral I 2 becomes The above result is the correct one since we can show that there is no contribution from n = l = 0. For m + k = 0, we can repeat the above computation by replacing (n, l, x 1 , x 3 ) with (m, k, x 2 , x 5 ). As we see from (A.18), the summation vanishes in this case. For m = k = 0, the integral becomes the derivative of
with respect to x 1 , x 2 . Performing Fourier transforms, we find 43) which means that there is no contribution proportional to log |x 12 |. Therefore, we can neglect the case with n = l = 0. Owing to (A.18) and (A.19), we can safely sum over all ranges of parameters in (3.41) and apply the formula (A.17). In this way, we derive the result in (2.24).
Conclusion
In this paper, we have examined the breaking of higher spin gauge symmetry in the 4d minimal bosonic Vasiliev theory [5, 6] , which is dual to the critical 3d O(N) vector model [3] . The dual CFT suggests that the symmetry breaking is due to the change of boundary condition for scalar field and the masses of higher spin fields come from a loop effect. The masses can be read off from the anomalous dimensions of dual currents, and they were obtained in [24] as (1.5) from the 3d critical model (see also [25, 26] ) at the leading order in 1/N. The anomalous dimensions can be calculated from the bulk theory using Witten diagrams as in fig. 1 . We establish the relation between bulk Witten diagrams and boundary conformal perturbation theory using the fact that the shift of bulk scalar propagator with Dirichlet boundary condition can be represented by the insertions of boundary deformation operators (1.1). Reproducing the anomalous dimensions in the conformal perturbation theory, we provided an additional support for the bulk picture suggested by the dual CFT.
There are the following future problems; It is desired to compute the Higgs masses from the one-loop corrections to the bulk higher spin propagator as was done in the spin 2 example [30, 31] . In particular, it would be nice if we can check that there is no contribution to the mass from the diagram, where the scalar field propagates along both sides of the loop in fig. 1 as mentioned at the end of section 2. Furthermore, it would be useful to compare other methods to obtain the anomalous dimensions from the boundary critical model as in [24, 42, 25, 26] . 5 We have used the conformal perturbation theory since it is directly connected to the computation with bulk Witten diagrams. However, the method itself should be useful to compute the anomalous dimensions as well particularly for marginal deformations as in [7] . It should be possible to work in generic dimensions and to compute the anomalous dimensions for higher spin currents of mixed symmetry. We also would like to study B-type Vasiliev theory dual to the theory of free fermions as in [44] . For the application to the ABJ triality as mentioned in the introduction, it is necessary to examine marginal deformations by coupling Chern-Simons gauge fields to the free bosons or fermions as in [45, 46] , see also [42] .
The second one with α 1 + α 2 + α 3 = 3 is
(A.5)
In order to read off the anomalous dimensions, we extract the contributions proportional to log |x|, thus we need the formulas involving the terms with log |x|. Taking derivative of (A.1) with respect to ∆, we find
Setting ∆ → 0, we have
where we have used
Furthermore we obtain
by taking the second derivative and setting ∆ → 0. Notice that
Taking the derivative of (A.5) with respect to α 1 and setting α 1 = 0, we find
(A.11)
Here we have used
.
B From bulk Witten diagram to conformal perturbation theory
In the main context, we have computed the anomalous dimensions in the conformal perturbation theory and identified each contribution to bulk Witten diagram. In this appendix, we go in the opposite direction. Namely, we start from the computation with bulk Witten diagrams and map to that in the boundary conformal perturbation theory. A point was to rewrite the bulk scalar propagator with Dirichlet boundary condition in terms of that with Neumann boundary condition and extra boundary operator insertions as claimed in [22] . We begin with deriving this fact by explicitly rewriting the scalar propagator by slightly modifying the argument in [7] .
Let us denote the bulk and boundary coordinates as X i and x i , respectively. We also represent the bulk-to-bulk, bulk-to-boundary, and boundary-to-boundary propagators for the scalar field with dual dimension ∆ as Π ∆ (X 1 , X 2 ), Π ∆ (X, x), and Π ∆ (x 1 , x 2 ). We use the normalization of the bulk scalar so that the kinetic term is of the standard form. We also change the perturbation parameter asf = 4π 2 Nf such that the deformation (1.1) becomes
With this notation we have from (2.10)
forf → ∞.
Next we compute the scalar propagator with Neumann boundary condition dressed by the boundary operator insertions (B.3). The propagator can be written as Π 1 (X 1 , X 2 )f ≡Π 1 (X 1 , X 2 ) −f d 3 xΠ 1 (X 1 , x)Π 1 (x, X 2 ) (B.5)
Summing over higher order corrections, we have
Using (B.4), we have
with
The integral over the boundary coordinates x 1 , x 2 can be preformed as (see (5.8) of [7] )
Plugging this expression into (B.7) we obtain Π 1,0 (X 1 , X 2 )f →∞ = Π 2,0 (X 1 , X 2 ) (B.9)
as claimed. Note that this relation holds with the correct normalizations. Let us apply this fact into the evaluation of the Witten diagram in fig. 1 . For the loop there are two propagators along the upper and lower lines. Since the Vasiliev theory includes gauge fields and a scalar field, there could be the following three cases;
(1) Gauge fields run along both lines.
(2) Gauge fields run along only one line and a scalar runs along the other line.
(3) Scalar runs along both lines. Now we assign the Dirichlet boundary condition for the scalar field, and the propagator can be divided into two parts as Π 2 = Π 1 + Π mix . Therefore, the cases (2) and (3) can be divided further; The sum of (2b) and (3b) precisely maps to the integral corresponding to the left diagram of fig. 4 . Moreover, (3c) maps to the integral corresponding to the right diagram of fig. 4 . The sum of the other parts, (1), (2a), and (3a), corresponds to the Witten diagram for the case with Neumann boundary condition assigned to the scalar field. So we can use the fact that there is no anomalous dimension from the diagram. 7 In this way, we have succeeded to reproduce the integrals in the boundary conformal perturbation theory from the bulk Witten diagram in fig. 1 . The argument on the Goldstone modes in [23] suggests that there is no contribution to the anomalous dimensions from (3) or the sum of (3b) and (3c). In order to show this, we need to separate the contribution (3b) from the sum of (2b) and (3b). Since we know only the sum from tree Witten diagrams or dual boundary correlation functions, we may need to evaluate the loop integral directly for the purpose. It is also suggested that there is no contribution for spin s current from the bulk Witten diagram with spin s ′ (> s) bulk propagator, but we are unable to show this with the current method.
